Live experiences
The role of ‘live’ in an increasingly isolated world becomes more important to
create moments for deeper, richer connections and social bonding.
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major international event such as the moon landing
or, on a more personal level, a family wedding
have been times when people want to collectively
come together as part of the live experience.
There is arguably nothing new in this and, in many
ways, the desire to be part of an event has been
steadily growing in line with TV access for many
years. However, as more of us live alone and many
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virtual connections become more common than
real ones, the opportunities to be part of something
and share a moment in time with others will become
increasingly important. Media companies are placing
ever more focus on live events, music festivals and
shows are enjoying increased popularity, and informal
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see that live experiences will be increasingly valuable
to us as common touch points in our lives.
Traditionally, live events have either been organised
around culture or sport and, in both of these areas,
direct participation or involvement as part of the
extended global viewing audience has clearly been
growing. After the business model of the music
industry was turned upside-down by downloading,
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reinvented the music business model for venues
and the top acts and created huge events where
the performance, and not the music, is again the
core source of revenues. At the same time, there
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the limiting factor, being part of the event via the
radio, TV or online has always been big but it is also
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is dwarfed by more international occasions. The
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population regularly tune in to the Olympics and the
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the most watched event to date.
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want to be part of. Major news stories attract huge
international audiences as stories unfold and people
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other most notable global news events: the funeral
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debates have also drawn large audiences similar
to those for other special broadcasts such as the
Academy Awards. The most-watched debate so far
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grown beyond TV and now operate across multiple
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has become a common expectation, but one which,
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increasingly becoming a shared live experience.
However, in many eyes, the most successful live
experience of recent years in purely commercial
terms has been the rise of reality TV, from Big Brother
to Pop Idol 8IPIZMWMSR RIX[SVOW PSZI VIEPMX] 8:
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with high ratings earn millions in advertising and
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savings because they do not have to pay writers.
Furthermore, these shows can be easily franchised
around the world. According to the Guinness Book
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Live experiences will be the moments
when brands come to life and touch
people in new ways.
Me Out of Here! and X Factor regularly attract an
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because they create and exploit the immediacy
of the event. As such they attract a wide range of
audiences: one recent report highlighted that for
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four of their favourite television shows were reality
TV shows.
Alongside formal events, there has also been recent
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notable trends of the past few years has been the
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of people assemble suddenly in a public place,
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public forums, personal websites, as well as by word
of mouth, text messaging and email. According to
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date. According to the Wall Street Journal, more than
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a Sound of Music routine in Antwerp railway station
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While some see these as increasingly commercial
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show that people increasingly want to be part of
something.
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on why these varied live experiences are growing
in importance to us – from needing to feel part
of the story to having something to discuss with
friends through to believing that they are involved
are all perspectives. However, several people have
commented about the role of live experiences, and
especially TV-based ones, in connecting lonely people
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times for viewing of a recent series of Big Brother
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asleep: people simply had the show on for company.
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goes, more of us will embrace the opportunity for
being part of the live experience no matter how dull
that may be.
Living alone, and therefore the possibility of loneliness,
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Women generally tend to live alone when they
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population living alone. These shifts, it is argued, will
increase the need for more people to connect with
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moments.
Today we can already see the crossover between
live and virtual experiences. As we move forward,
many expect that these will blur to a point where
the two become merged. ‘Live experiences will
be the moments when brands come to life and
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challenge for many companies and not just those
within the entertainment sector. More organisations
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precedents in the music sector, business models will
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